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Although prefrontal cortex has been implicated in
the cognitive regulation of emotion, the cortical-sub-
cortical interactions that mediate this ability remain
poorly understood. To address this issue, we identi-
fied a right ventrolateral prefrontal region (vlPFC)
whose activity correlated with reduced negative
emotional experience during cognitive reappraisal
of aversive images. We then applied a pathway-
mapping analysis on subcortical regions to locate
mediators of the association between vlPFC activity
and reappraisal success (i.e., reductions in reported
emotion). Results identified two separable pathways
that together explained 50% of the reported vari-
ance in self-reported emotion: (1) a path through nu-
cleus accumbens that predicted greater reappraisal
success, and (2) a path through ventral amygdala
that predicted reduced reappraisal success (i.e.,
more negative emotion). These results provide direct
evidence that vlPFC is involved in both the genera-
tion and regulation of emotion through different sub-
cortical pathways, suggesting a general role for this
region in appraisal processes.
INTRODUCTION
If our emotions are woven into the fabric of human life, then our
ability to regulate them keeps us from coming unraveled. In the
best of circumstances, successful regulation leaves us feeling
frayed around the edges. In the worst of circumstances, regula-
tory failures take a severe toll and contribute to the genesis and
symptomatology of many psychiatric disorders (Davidson et al.,
2000; Phillips et al., 2003).
In the past few years, brain-based models of emotion regula-
tion have been developed that can be extended to clinical con-
texts. These models have established the prefrontal cortex
(PFC) as a key player in the cognitive regulation of emotion
(Davidson, 2002; Ochsner and Gross, 2005). Numerous fMRI
studies have observed increases in activity in the ventrolateral,
dorsolateral, and dorsomedial prefrontal cortices (vlPFC, dlPFC,
and dmPFC, respectively) when participants are instructed to
deploy cognitive strategies that reduce negative emotional ex-
perience (Ochsner and Gross, 2005). Perhaps the most wellNestudied such strategy is reappraisal, which involves reinterpret-
ing the meaning of affective stimuli in ways that alter their emo-
tional impact.
It is typically assumed that the beneficial effects of reappraisal
are accomplished via interactions between PFC regions and
subcortical networks related to emotional responding (Beaure-
gard et al., 2001; Eippert et al., 2007; Goldin et al., 2007; Kalisch
et al., 2006; Kim and Hamann, 2007; Ochsner et al., 2004; Phan
et al., 2005; Urry et al., 2006; vanReekum et al., 2007). According
to this mediation hypothesis (Figure 1A), PFC activity reduces
negative emotion by influencing subcortical systems implicated
in affective appraisal and learning processes, which in turn
impact reported emotional experience.
Alternatively, the direct pathway hypothesis (Figure 1A) sug-
gests that successful reappraisal is directly related to cortical
activity and minimally impacts evolutionarily older subcortical
systems. This hypothesis suggests that reappraisal—as a form
of cognitive reinterpretation—primarily impacts cortical systems
involved either in cognitive appraisals (Barrett et al., 2007; Ochs-
ner and Barrett, 2001; Scherer, 2001) or in assessing changes in
one’s subjective emotional state (McRae et al., 2008b). Discrim-
inating between the mediation and direct hypotheses is critical
because it concerns how deeply reappraisal penetrates the
emotional appraisal process.
The results of some prior studies are consistent with the medi-
ation hypothesis, but none have tested the complete mediation
pathway and instead have examined only separate portions of
it. For example, prefrontal correlates of reappraisal success
(Ochsner et al., 2002, 2004; Ohira et al., 2006; Phan et al.,
2005; Urry et al., 2006), prefrontal-subcortical correlations (re-
viewed in Ochsner and Gross, 2005, 2008) and subcortical activ-
ity-experience correlations (Ochsner et al., 2004; Phan et al.,
2005) have all been reported. In part because these results
come from separate analyses, the PFC and subcortical regions
involved differ from study to study, and no coherent mediation
model has emerged. What is needed is a direct, formal test of
whether subcortical regions of interest (ROIs) mediate the rela-
tionship between key PFC regions and reappraisal success.
In this paper, we tested alternative models of how PFC activity
is related to reappraisal success. This relationship could be me-
diated by activity in subcortical ROIs, or it could be direct, with-
out mediation through subcortical pathways. Testing these alter-
native models entailed identifying candidate PFC regions using
a conventional statistical parametric mapping analysis of corre-
lates of reappraisal success, and then testing formediation of the
PFC-reappraisal success relationship in subcortical regions.uron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1037
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalFigure 1. Mediation Model and Hypotheses
We selected right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC) as a predictor region, and performed analyses to search in subcortical ROIs and throughout the brain for
mediators of the relationship between reappraisal-induced vlPFC activity and reappraisal success.
(A) Path diagram with standard notation for path coefficients.
(B) Main hypotheses for mediation search analyses.Assuming that the relationship between PFC activity and re-
ported emotional experience is subcortically mediated, we
hypothesized that systems involved in negative or positive af-
fect—or both—could be mediators (Figure 1B). On one hand,
we predicted that the PFC could influence activity in regions as-
sociated with negative affect, such as the amygdala and insula
(Etkin and Wager, 2007; Wager et al., 2008). The amygdala is
the affect-related region most commonly modulated during
reappraisal (Ochsner and Gross, 2005, 2008); it has been impli-
cated in detecting, attending to, and encoding into memory
affectively arousing and especially threatening stimuli (Holland
and Gallagher, 1999; Phelps, 2006; Whalen, 1998), and it is hy-
peractive across a range of anxiety disorders (Etkin and Wager,
2007).
On the other hand, we predicted that PFC could also influence
activity in regions associated with positive affect, such as the nu-
cleus accumbens (NAC) and nearby ventral striatum (VS). These
regions have been consistently implicated in reward learning
(McClure et al., 2003; Schultz, 2004), reward expectancies
(Breiter et al., 2001; Cromwell and Schultz, 2003), and pain-
diminishing placebo effects (Scott et al., 2007; Wager et al.,
2007), as well as approach motivation more generally (Tindell
et al., 2006; Wager et al., 2007). Striatal activity has been re-
ported in reappraisal studies, although its functional role has
not been clarified (McRae et al., 2008a; Ochsner et al., 2002,
2004; van Reekum et al., 2007).
Importantly, the PFC could be associated with activity in both
kinds of cortical-subcortical pathways simultaneously. Because
most studies have investigated brain-behavior relationships one
brain region at a time, their results cannot be used to develop
models in which two or more brain pathways make independent
contributions to emotion regulation or any other behavior. Thus,1038 Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inin addition to providing direct tests of whether subcortical re-
gions mediate the PFC-reappraisal success relationship, we
developed an analysis strategy to parse the contributions of mul-
tiple brain pathways to a psychological measure of interest—in
this case, reappraisal success.
To this end, we developed a procedure for locating multiple
brain mediators, which we term Mediation Effect Parametric
Mapping (MEPM). The approach is built on standard approaches
from structural equation modeling and can be used to test spe-
cific hypotheses about brain pathway-behavior relationships.
The use of mediation analysis to test relationships among vari-
ables has a long history (Baron and Kenny, 1986; Hyman,
1955; MacCorquodale and Meehl, 1948). What is new, however,
is (1) the construction of statistical parametric maps of mediation
tests, which permits mapping of multiple brain regions that sat-
isfy the formal criteria for mediators, and (2) application of clus-
tering methods to examine how multiple mediating regions are
organized into networks. These developments allowed us to
test whether multiple PFC-subcortical pathways make indepen-
dent contributions to reappraisal success.
RESULTS
We performed a series of analyses designed to identify prefron-
tal-subcortical pathways linked to reappraisal success. We de-
fined reappraisal success as the decrease in reported emotion
when applying a cognitive reappraisal strategy to aversive
images (ReappNeg trials) versus experiencing the natural
emotional response to aversive images (LookNeg trials). Thus,
reappraisal success scores were the [LookNeg  ReappNeg]
values for each participant. We chose emotion self-reports as
an outcome because they are stable and reliable, they predictc.
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noz, 1995; Moskowitz, 2003; Tugade et al., 2004), and no other
measure provides a direct correlate of emotional experience.
We applied MEPM and multivariate clustering methods to relate
reappraisal success with reappraisal-related increases in brain
activity, which we defined as values for the [ReappNeg  Look-
Neg] contrast for each participant.
Analyses of emotion reports showed that aversive images
evoked substantially stronger negative emotion reports (mean =
3.60 points, SE = 0.10) than neutral images [mean = 1.33, SE =
0.03; paired t test t(35) = 22.3, p < 0.0001]. Reappraisal of
negative images resulted in robust reductions in emotion reports
[ReappNegmean = 2.65, SE = 0.10, an average reduction of 0.95
points, paired t(35) = 8.83, p < 0.0001; see Figure S2 available
online and Experimental Procedures for additional details]. We
refer to this reduction in reported emotion as reappraisal suc-
cess in subsequent analyses.
fMRI analysis proceeded in a sequential series of steps. (1)
First, we identified regions showing significant reappraisal-
related activation. (2) Then, we used standard statistical para-
metric mapping to locate voxels from Step 1 in which reap-
praisal-related activation predicted reappraisal success. From
among the resulting regions, we focused specifically on the right
vlPFC (rvlPFC) as a predictor in subsequent analyses. (3) The
next step was to conduct mediation analysis in subcortical
ROIs. We defined ROIs in the amygdala and NAC/VS and tested
whether voxels in each region mediated the vlPFC-reappraisal
success relationship. (4) To locate additional regions, we used
MEPM to generate a whole-brain map of mediators (4a), and
then used cluster analysis to group these mediators into coher-
ent networks and tested their independence from one another
(4b). (5) Finally, we considered whether other candidate PFC
regions showed similar relationships with reappraisal success
mediated by NAC and amygdala.
1. Reappraisal-Related Activations
Results from the [ReappNeg  LookNeg] contrast are shown in
Figure 2A and Table S1 (available online), controlling the
expected false discovery rate (FDR) in whole-brain search at
q < 0.05 (Genovese et al., 2002). Consistent with previous work,
we observed increases (orange/yellow in Figure 2A) in a number
of PFC regions. Dorsal and ventral PFCwere active bilaterally, in-
cluding the inferior frontal junction (IFJ), inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG), middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s Area [BA] 8/9), and ante-
rior PFC (BA 10). Medial PFC regions included anterior cingulate
(BA 24) and dmPFC in and anterior to pre-SMA (BA 9). Posterior
cortical regions included the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), angular
gyrus, and middle and inferior temporal gyri extending into ante-
rior temporal cortex (aTC). Activations appeared to be more
reliable on the left, though we did not perform detailed analysis
of laterality effects. Decreases during reappraisal (blue in
Figure 2A) were found in the parietal operculum, around SII,
and in the parahippocampal cortex.
2. Identification of Potential Predictor Regions:
Correlates of Reappraisal Success
Voxel-wise regression analyses identified eight regions in which
reappraisal-related activation was significantly predicted by re-Neappraisal analysis, shown in Figure 2B and reported in detail in
Table 1 (p < 0.005 and k = 3 contiguous voxels; see Experimental
Procedures for details). Only voxels identified in Step 1 above
were subjected to analysis. Reappraisal-success-related re-
gions included bilateral vlPFC (see also Figure 2C) and temporal
regions, pre-SMA and dmPFC, left IPL, and right caudate. The
cluster in rvlPFC, identified by its position on the IFG on themean
normalized anatomical image for our participants, was used as
the predictor ROI in subsequent mediation analyses. Analysis
steps 3 and 4a use this region as a frontal predictor region in
MEPM analyses. Analysis steps 4b and 5 explore the relation-
ships between rvlPFC and other cortical regions correlated with
reappraisal success.
We chose vlPFC as the focus region for three reasons. First,
vlPFC—and especially rvlPFC—is well known as a region critical
for cognitive control in general, and response inhibition or the se-
lection of information in particular (Aron and Poldrack, 2005; Ba-
dre and Wagner, 2005; Nee et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2003).
Second, studies of reappraisal and other cognitive means of reg-
ulating affective responses (Cunningham and Zelazo, 2007; Lie-
berman et al., 2007) have consistently activated rvlPFC. Third,
activation measures in vlPFC have been shown to be abnormal
in emotional disorders (Drevets et al., 1992; Lawrence et al.,
2004). This choice was necessary to search for mediators, but
we did not expect it to be the only important PFC region. As
we describe below, subsequent analyses searched for addi-
tional PFC regions whose relationship with emotion was medi-
ated by subcortical ROIs.
We also conducted a whole-brain exploratory search for cor-
relations with reappraisal success to locate regions that may
have been missed in our more constrained masked analysis
(q < 0.05, FDR-corrected, p < 0.0005). The results largely con-
firmed those in our constrained search, including bilateral vlPFC
and pre-SMA, but also identified additional regions shown in
Figure S3, including the dorsal thalamus, caudate body, and
caudate head extending into the NAC/VS; and parahippocampal
cortex, cingulate isthmus (which bridges the posterior cingulate
and medial temporal cortices), and area around periaqueductal
gray (PAG). Whole-brain mediation and network analyses (Sec-
tion 4a) identified some of these regions as significant mediators,
and we explored their relationship to the key ROIs in our study in
Section 4b below.
3. Testing the Amygdala and NAC/VS as Mediators
Using A Priori ROIs
With the rvlPFC region identified as the predictor, and reap-
praisal success as the outcome (Figure 1), the next step in the
MEPM analysis was to search, voxel by voxel, for mediators
of the rvlPFC-reappraisal success relationship within two sub-
cortical ROIs that were of a priori interest: the amygdala and
NAC/VS.
For a variable to be considered a significant mediator, we re-
quired that it reach statistical significance in each of three tests
(at p < 0.005 and three contiguous voxels in each), which were
conducted as part of the same path model. First, the predictor
variable (rvlPFC) must be related to the mediator (voxel in amyg-
dala or NAC/VS), a link which we refer to in the text and all figures
and tables as path a. Second, the mediator must be directlyuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1039
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalFigure 2. Results for the [ReappNeg  LookNeg] Contrast
This contrast was the main comparison of interest for the mediation analyses.
(A) Significant reappraisal-induced activation. Positive effects are in warm colors (yellow-red), and negative effects are in cool colors (blue-purple).
(B) Significant correlations between reappraisal-induced activation and reappraisal success, limited to a search area composed of activated regions in (A).
Positive correlations are shown in red/yellow, and negative correlations are shown in blue. Positive correlations indicate a greater relative increase in activity
for participants who report more successful reappraisal, and negative correlations indicate a greater relative decrease in activity for participants who report
more successful reappraisal. Thresholds are shown in the color key on the figure.
(C) Correlation scatterplots for the average activity in left and rvlPFC. L, left; R, right.related to the outcome (reappraisal success), controlling for
vlPFC (path b). Finally, the mediation effect must be significant
(effect a*b), which amounts to a statistical test on the product
of the a and b path coefficients, or equivalently, a test that the
predictor-outcome relationship (vlPFC-reappraisal success) is
significantly reduced by including the mediator in the path
model. The threshold of p < 0.005 and three contiguous voxels
controlled the family-wise error rate at p < 0.05 corrected in
each region (see Experimental Procedures).
According to standard conventions for mediation analysis, we
refer to the overall predictor-outcome relationship as effect c,
and the direct effect controlling for the mediator as c0. Thus,
the a*b effect tests the significance of c – c0. In statistical reports
and figures, a refers to the vlPFC-mediator relation, b refers to1040 Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inthe direct mediator-reappraisal success relation (controlling for
vlPFC), and a*b refers to the mediation effect.
For the amygdala analysis, we manually identified amygdala
ROIs in gray matter on the average T1 image from our sample
after warping to Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) space (left:
xyz = [24 0 23], 5958 mm3; right: xyz = [21 0 22], 4354 mm3
[Figure 3A; see Experimental Procedures]). MEPM analysis iden-
tified a portion of ventral left amygdala that negatively mediated
the vlPFC-reappraisal success relation (xyz = [24 0 32],
319 mm3). This portion of the left amygdala was positively asso-
ciated with vlPFC, but predicted reduced reappraisal success:
aamy = 0.57, Z = 4.02, bamy = 0.24, Z = 5.01, and abamy =
0.14, Z = 3.30, all p < 0.001. This finding suggests that the
vlPFC plays a role in generating negative affective responsesc.
Neuron
Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalTable 1. Correlations between Reappraisal Activation [Rea  Neu] and Reappraisal Success [Neu  Rea] in Reported Experience
Coordinates Cluster Size Max Statistics Significant Voxels
Name x y z Vox. Vol. r t Z p p < 0.005 p < 0.01 p < 0.05
MTG (L) 62 3 22 22 1170 0.60 3.56 3.22 0.0014 4 6 22
PHCP (R) 21 48 14 30 1595 0.69 4.47 3.85 0.0001 11 15 30
vlPFC (L) 52 31 9 87 4626 0.62 3.78 3.39 0.0008 19 35 87
MTG (L) 65 21 14 16 851 0.62 3.54 3.21 0.0014 3 5 16
vlPFC (R) 52 31 9 15 798 0.68 4.22 3.69 0.0002 4 5 15
CAU (R) 24 34 9 9 479 0.63 3.85 3.44 0.0006 3 4 9
PreSMA/dmPFC 14 31 45 456 24247 0.82 6.02 4.81 < 0.0001 113 197 456
IPL (L) 48 69 36 143 7604 0.59 3.42 3.13 0.0019 10 32 143
Results are reported for search only within regions that showed significant reappraisal in the group at q < 0.05 corrected (FDR). Significant regions
within this reduced search space were thresholded at p < 0.005, three contiguous voxels. The extent of each region is listed at p < 0.01 and
p < 0.05, uncorrected. CAU, caudate; dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; IPL, intraparietal sulcus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; PHCP, parahip-
pocampal cortex; Pre-SMA, pre-supplementary motor area; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; Vox, voxels; Vol, volume in cubic mm.through the amygdala, perhaps due to PFC-related appraisal
processes that support the generation of negative responses
to emotional pictures. Figure S4 shows path diagrams and scat-
terplots for path analyses in both amygdala and NAC/VS. In this
and other figures showing ROI analyses, the region contiguous
with the significant cluster is shown at p < 0.005 (dark blue),
p < 0.01 (light blue), and p < 0.05 (purple; all two-tailed), including
the extent beyond the ROI boundary.For the NAC/VS analysis, we manually identified ROIs in NAC/
VS gray matter adjacent to the posterior ventral caudate head
(left: xyz = [10 14 9], 2765 mm3; right: xyz = [7 14 9], 2818
mm3 [Figure 3A]). MEPM analysis identified a left NAC/VS region
that positively mediated the vlPFC-reappraisal success relation
(xyz = [10 14 14], 106 mm3). The left NAC/VS was positively
associated with both vlPFC and reappraisal success: aNAC/VS =
0.42, Z = 2.86, bNAC/VS = 0.29, Z = 3.20, and abNAC/VS = 0.12,Figure 3. Mediation Analysis Results within ROIs
(A) ROIs in the nucleus accumbens (NAC, top) and amygdala (AMY, bottom).
(B) Path diagram showing the relationships between regions in the path model. The predictor region in vlPFC is shown at left, which predicts activity in each of the
NAC (top) and amygdala (bottom) regions shown. These are the a paths for each mediating region. The lines are labeled with path coefficients, and standard
errors are shown in parentheses. Themediator regions’ (NAC and amygdala) connections to reappraisal success (the outcome) are the b paths for eachmediator.
They are calculated controlling for vlPFC activity and for other mediators, as is standard in mediation models. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, two-tailed. The
direct path is the c0 path, and this is calculated controlling for both mediators.
(C) Partial regression scatterplots for the relationships between left (L) NAC and reappraisal success (left panel) and L amygdala and reappraisal success (center
panel), controlling for vlPFC and the other mediator. The right panel shows an example of a bootstrappedmediation effect (path ab) for the left NAC. The range on
the x axis spanned by the lighter gray portion of the histogram is the 95% confidence interval for the effect.
Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1041
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalZ = 3.04, all p < 0.002. Figure S4 shows the significant region and
contiguous voxels at p < 0.005 (yellow), p < 0.01 (orange), and
p < 0.05 (pink; all two-tailed).
We then tested whether each region was a significant media-
tor of rvlPFC-reappraisal success correlations while controlling
for effects attributable to the other region. We averaged over
voxels in each region and included both amygdala and NAC/
VS in the same path model. This analysis tests whether the
results, shown in Figure 3, indicated that each subcortical path-
way makes an independent contribution to reappraisal success.
rvlPFC was positively associated with both amygdala (aamy =
0.42, SE = 0.15, p < 0.01) and NAC/VS (aNAC/VS = 0.57, SE =
0.17, p < 0.001). Consistent with the individual mediation analy-
ses, the two subcortical regions had opposite associations with
reappraisal success: increasing amygdala activity was associ-
ated with reduced success (bamy = 0.19, SE = 0.06, p < 0.001),
whereas increasing NAC/VS activity was associated with in-
creased success (bNAC/VS = 0.18, SE = 0.09, p < 0.05). Finally,
both regions were significant mediators (abamy = 0.11, Z =
2.83, p = 0.01; abNAC/VS = 0.07, Z = 2.31, p = 0.002), indicating
that each explains a part of the rvlPFC-reappraisal success
covariance while controlling for effects attributable to the other
mediator.
Because each pathway had an opposite effect on reappraisal
success, this suggests that the rvlPFC-reappraisal success cor-
relation is partially masked by their opposing effects. The corre-
lation between vlPFC and reappraisal success was only moder-
ately significant (r = 0.43, p = 0.018) without controlling for any
additional regions, and was much stronger (r = 0.66, p <
0.0001) when controlling for amygdala activity.
These results demonstrate the advantage of themediation ap-
proach over a simple bivariate (i.e., two-variable, nomediators or
confounding variables) correlation approach. To more fully illus-
trate this advantage, we tested bivariate correlations with reap-
praisal success in the amygdala and NAC/VS. The left panel of
Figure 4A shows the results in the amygdala ROIs (again includ-
ing contiguous significant voxels extending outside the ROI),
demonstrating significant negative correlations with reappraisal
success (peak r =0.54, p < 0.005, one-tailed; Figure 4D). How-
ever, a small subset of voxels show significant effects in the
amygdala ROIs (one voxel at p < 0.005, three at p < 0.01, and
five at p < 0.05, one-tailed). Figure 4B shows direct amygdala-
reappraisal success associations, controlling for rvlPFC. Much
stronger effects are apparent (32 voxels in the amygdala at
p < 0.005, 44 at p < 0.01, and 78 at p < 0.05, two-tailed;
Figure 4F). The NAC/VS showed strong positive correlations
with reappraisal success (Figure 4E, p < 0.0004, whole-brain
FDR corrected q < 0.05), which were somewhat reduced but still
strongly significant after controlling for vlPFC (Figure 4F). Overall,
the results confirm our prior expectations that amygdala and
NAC/VS activation would show negative and positive brain-be-
havior correlations, respectively, and they demonstrate the value
of the path modeling approach.
4. Identifying Mediating Networks Localized with MEPM
Analysis
One important issue with the preceding results is that activity in
other emotion-related regions might also play a mediating role in1042 Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inthe vlPFC-reappraisal success relationship. In order to examine
how the amygdala and NAC/VS fit into distributed networks that
might underlie reappraisal success, we performed a whole-brain
search for mediators of the rvlPFC-reappraisal success relation-
ship. Then, significant regions from this mediation effect map
were subjected to component analysis and clustering into inter-
connected networks. Finally, the average contrast values within
each network were entered into a path model as mediating vari-
ables, with one mediator per network. This analysis tested
whether multiple distributed networks make independent contri-
butions to reappraisal success.
Results of the whole-brain search for mediators are shown in
Figure 5A on medial and limbic surfaces (left and center panels,
respectively) and on sagittal and coronal slices (right panel).
These included several regions with positive indirect effects, in-
cluding NAC/VS and neighboring subgenual cingulate and VS,
pre-SMA, precuneus, superior frontal gyrus, dorsal caudate,
and the cingulate isthmus. Regions showing negative indirect ef-
fects included bilateral amygdala, ventral anterior insula, rostral
dorsal anterior cingulate (rdACC), and two regions in the subtha-
lamic zone (near the ventral thalamus and hypothalamus). Ste-
reotaxic coordinates and statistics for all mediators are shown
in Table 2.
Cluster analysis combinedwith nonparametric inference (Etkin
and Wager, 2007; see Supplemental Data for details) revealed
evidence of two clusters, one consisting of the positive media-
tors (yellow in Figure 5B) including NAC/VS, and the other of
the negative ones (blue in Figure 5B) including amygdala. These
networks are shown in the context of the path model in
Figure 5B. Regions in each network are shown on brain surfaces,
with solid black lines connecting pairs of regions that are signif-
icantly correlated (q < 0.05, FDR-corrected) and whose correla-
tion is not mediated by any single other region. Thus, grouping
the set of positive mediators and the set of negative ones
seemed to provide a sensible first-order grouping of the results,
and further subdivision was not warranted by the data.
To assess the overall organization of these regions and their
relationship with vlPFC activity and reappraisal success, we next
averaged over voxels from all the regions within each network to
obtain average [ReappNeg  LookNeg] contrast values for each
network. We included the average scores from each network in
the mediation model. This step was employed to avoid multicoli-
nearity problems that make many multivariable SEM models in-
estimable or unstable and difficult to interpret. Path coefficients
and standard errors are shown in Figure 5B. As before, both the
positive and negative mediating networks were positively corre-
lated with rvlPFC, but their direct effects on reappraisal success
had opposite signs: the amygdala/insula/rdACC network (blue)
was associated with reduced success, and the NAC/VS/cingu-
late isthmus/pre-SMA/precuneus network was associated with
increased success. Scatterplots and estimates of the probability
distribution of the indirect effects (a*b, see Experimental Proce-
dures) are shown for each network in Figure 5C.
5. Search for Additional Prefrontal Predictor Regions
with MEPM Analysis
In our previous analyses, we chose rvlPFC as a frontal predictor
or ‘‘seed’’ region based on prior anatomical and functionalc.
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalFigure 4. Detail of Effects in the Amygdala (Left) and NAC/Ventral Striatum (Right)
(A) Coronal slice (y = 5) showing reappraisal-induced activation in and contiguous with the amygdala ROI correlated with reappraisal success. Blue: negative
correlations, showing a greater relative decrease in amygdala activity (LookNeg  ReappNeg) with more successful reappraisal. Red/yellow: positive correla-
tions.
(B) Significant voxels in and contiguous with the amygdala showing a b effect in the mediation (the same relationship as in [A], but controlling for vlPFC activity).
Results are two-tailed.
(C) The anatomical boundaries of amygdalar subregions. BL, basolateral complex; Ce, central nucleus; CM, cortomedian group; EC, entorhinal cortex; HY,
hypothalamus; MN, mamillary nucleus. The strongest results appear to be in the entorhinal cortex bordering the basolateral and centromedian nuclear groups.
(D) Robust regression scatterplot showing the relationship between reported reappraisal success (x axis) and reappraisal-induced activation (relative to themean)
for the peak voxel in (A). More successful reappraisal was associated with relative reduction in amygdala activity (min r = 0.54, t = 2.82, Z = 2.61, p = 0.0043,
one-tailed).
(E) Voxels in and contiguous with the NAC/ventral striatum (VS) ROI correlated with reappraisal success, as in (A). The display threshold is set at a false discovery
rate of q < 0.05 for the whole brain.
(F) Significant voxels in and contiguous with the NAC/VS showing a b effect in the mediation.
(G) The anatomical boundaries of NAC and surrounding regions. Cau, caudate; CC, corpus callosum; LV, lateral ventrical; SCA, subcallosal area; SCC, subgenual
cingulate cortex.
(H) Robust regression scatterplot showing relationship between reported reappraisal success (x axis) and reappraisal-induced activation (relative to the mean).
More successful reappraisal was associated with relative increases in NAC/VS activity (mean r = 0.76, t = 5.50, p = 7 3 106, two-tailed).evidence. A natural question, however, is whether other frontal
regions are similarly related to emotional experience through
the cortical-subcortical pathways we describe. The MEPM anal-
ysis framework also provides a facility for searching for these
mediated regions (i.e., regions that satisfy all requirements for
mediated regions), given a chosen outcome andmediating path-
way. We searched for frontal regions mediated by either left
NAC/VS or left amygdala (averaging over voxels in each region)
and controlling for the other (see Experimental Procedures forNedetails). The results of each analysis are shown in Figure 6, and
coordinates and statistics for each significant region are listed
in Table S1. The regions include the frontal regions that are
part of the network shown in Figure 5, including pre-SMA and su-
perior frontal sulcus, as well as bilateral vlPFC and several other
regions on the medial wall: medial frontal pole (MFP) and ventro-
medial PFC, including subgenual cingulate cortex (SGACC) and
medial orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Notably, the rostral medial
PFC was also strongly, positively correlated with reappraisaluron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1043
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalFigure 5. Mediation Results in Whole-Brain Search
(A) Significant regions (p < 0.005, two-tailed, and three contiguous voxels in each of paths a, b, and a*b) mediating the rvlPFC-reappraisal success relationship
throughout the brain. Positive mediators are shown in yellow, and negative mediators are shown in dark blue. The extent around significant effects is shown at
p < 0.01 (orange/light blue) and p < 0.05 (pink/purple).
(B) Network clustering of the mediating regions showed the strongest evidence for two functional networks, a group of positive mediators (yellow) and a group
of negative mediators (blue). Lines show significant connectivity between regions that could not be explained by any other single mediating region. The path
diagram shows the mediation model including activity in each of the two networks (averaged across voxels for each participant) as independent predictors.
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, two-tailed.
(C) Partial regression scatterplots for the b effect for each network, and histograms showing the bootstrap distribution for each mediation (a*b) effect.success in the bivariate correlation analysis (Figure S2), provid-
ing additional support for the involvement of the medial frontal
cortex in successful downregulation of negative emotion. Thus,
as expected, the rvlPFC is part of a set of frontal regions whose
activation during reappraisal predicts drops in reported experi-
ence, to the degree that they coactivate with NAC/VS.
DISCUSSION
Previous studies of reappraisal of negative emotional stimuli
have found activations in a number of prefrontal cortical areas,
reductions of amygdala activity, and changes in reported emo-
tion (Ochsner and Gross, 2005, 2008). However, the full-path
model (Figure 1) linking these effects has not been tested. Fur-1044 Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Incthermore, reappraisal success and related outcomes have typi-
cally been regressed against brain activity one region (or voxel) at
a time, precluding the development of models in which multiple
pathwaysmake independent contributions.We addressed these
issues by developing and applying MEPM, the voxel-by-voxel
analysis of formal mediation effects in a path modeling frame-
work. Specifically, we addressed (1) whether the prefrontal-
emotional response relationship was direct or instead mediated
via subcortical brain systems involved in emotional appraisal,
and (2) whether multiple subcortical pathways might make sep-
arable contributions to successful reappraisal.
Our findings both replicated prior work and provided informa-
tion that brain regions implicated in reappraisal are organized
into at least two independent cortical-subcortical networks..
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalTable 2. Mediators of the rvlPFC Relationship with Reappraisal Success in Whole-Brain Search
Coordinates Correlation a Path b Path ab Path Conjunction (Num. Vox.)
Name x y z r p Z p Z p Z p p < 0.005 p < 0.01 p < 0.05
Positive
mediators
ITG (R) 58 38 22 0.48 0.009 4.22 <0.001 3.22 0.001 3.15 0.002 5 7 41
NAC/SGACC 3 21 9 0.49 0.007 3.60 <0.001 3.25 0.001 3.34 0.001 4 9 85
Isth Cing 3 41 4 0.48 0.009 4.02 <0.001 3.05 0.002 3.50 0.001 2 4 34
Cau (R) 21 7 22 0.44 0.020 4.23 <0.001 2.89 0.004 3.13 0.002 1 2 6
DMPFC (R) 24 41 40 0.52 0.004 4.53 <0.001 2.92 0.004 3.41 0.001 1 8 32
Pre-SMA/SFG 14 7 63 0.52 0.004 4.92 <0.001 3.79 <0.001 3.79 <0.001 9 16 159
SFG (R) 24 21 58 0.44 0.020 3.81 <0.001 3.21 0.001 2.98 0.003 1 7 51
Precuneus 3 52 68 0.50 0.005 4.50 <0.001 3.09 0.002 3.14 0.002 1 4 27
Negative
mediators
AMY (L) 28 3 32 0.58 0.001 4.77 <0.001 5.69 <0.001 3.92 <0.001 6 7 42
AMY (R) 14 7 22 0.56 0.002 5.72 <0.001 4.31 <0.001 2.95 0.003 1 20 104
LOFC (R) 48 24 18 0.47 0.010 5.20 <0.001 3.13 0.002 3.02 0.003 1 1 17
VAINS (L) 38 10 14 0.44 0.020 3.33 0.001 3.30 0.001 3.47 0.001 1 5 29
Subthalamus 3 10 4 0.29 0.130 2.97 0.003 3.00 0.003 2.93 0.003 1 1 3
RACC 7 17 22 0.37 0.050 3.28 0.001 3.46 0.001 3.29 0.001 2 4 18
These results complement focused searches within a priori subcortical ROIs. For this exploratory analysis, we considered voxels to be significant
mediators if statistical significance reached p < 0.005 in each of the three following effects. a path: correlation between vlPFC and voxel activity;
b path: correlation between voxel and reported emotional experience, controlling for vlPFC; and a*b path: significant indirect effect, whose magnitude
is the product of a and b. All statistics were assessed with bootstrapping (1000 samples) at each voxel. These regions were subjected to subsequent
multivariate clustering analysis for grouping into networks. Correlation refers to correlation with reported experience. AMY, amygdala; ITG, inferior
temporal gyrus; Isth Cing, cingulate isthmus; LOFC, lateral orbitofrontal cortex; NAC, nucleus accumbens; RACC, rostral anterior cingulate; SGACC,
subgenual anterior cingulate; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; VAINS, ventral anterior insula. Other abbreviations are as in Table 1.Replicated findings include: (1) reappraisal-related increases in
multiple frontal, parietal, and temporal regions (reviewed in
Ochsner and Gross, 2005), (2) decreases in the amygdala corre-
lated with self-reported negative affect, and (3) correlations of
prefrontal activation with reappraisal success.
Of the eight brain regions both activated and correlated with
reappraisal success, the rvlPFC was of particular interest, be-
cause of its association in previous studies with reappraisal
and other cognitive forms of emotion regulation (Cunningham
and Zelazo, 2007; Kim and Hamann, 2007; Lieberman et al.,
2007; Ochsner et al., 2004) and selection and inhibition of infor-
mation in general (Aron and Poldrack, 2005; Nee et al., 2007),
and its dysfunction in clinical populations (Phillips et al., 2003).
Mediation analyses showed that reappraisal-induced activation
in this region was positively associated with activity in both
amygdala and NAC/VS, and that both of these regions indepen-
dently mediated the relationship between vlPFC and reported
reappraisal success. Successful regulation was related to both
increases in the NAC/VS pathway and decreases in the amyg-
dala pathway.
Implications of Dual Routes for Reappraisal Effects
on Emotion
The finding that two independent networks mediated the impact
of PFC on emotional experience suggests that reappraisal suc-
cess can be understood in terms of how PFC controls the nature
and relative balance of negative andpositive appraisals of a given
stimulus. This interpretation is supported by our findings that
PFC activity is associated with at least two subcortical path-Neways, one including NAC/VS and the other including the amyg-
dala. Though NAC/VS and amygdala activity are not expected
to be pure markers of positive and negative emotion (Cromwell
and Schultz, 2003; Jensen et al., 2003; Levita et al., 2002; Paton
et al., 2006), recent meta-analyses suggest that activity in NAC/
VS and amygdala is biased toward positive and negative affec-
tive experience, respectively (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Wager
et al., 2008). Thus, a plausible interpretation of our mediation
results is that two processes are engaged by vlPFC: a negative
appraisal process that leads to the generation of negative emo-
tional responses to the stimuli and involves the amygdala, and
a positive appraisal process that leads to effective positive reap-
praisal and involves the NAC/VS. Successful reappraisal there-
fore involves both dampening activity in the PFC-amygdala
pathway and increasing activity in the PFC-NAC/VS pathway.
The idea that the NAC/VS is involved in cognitive emotion
change is, to our knowledge, a new development in understand-
ing emotion regulation. Although striatal activity has been impli-
cated in cognitive reappraisal of negative emotion, a functional
role for this region has not previously been identified (McRae
et al., 2008a; Ochsner et al., 2002, 2004; van Reekum et al.,
2007).
Also of interest is that PFC activity can be related to negative
appraisal processes and amygdala increases. This diverges
from some findings in other studies of emotion regulation, which
have reported negative ventromedial PFC-amygdala connectiv-
ity (Johnstone et al., 2007; Urry et al., 2006). These differences
may relate to differences in the regulatory strategies employed.
For example, one kind of reappraisal accentuates positiveuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1045
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in ReappraisalFigure 6. Frontal Regions Mediated by NAC/VS and Amygdala
(A) Diagram of the mediation model, in which both left NAC/VS and left amygdala regions were included as mediators of reappraisal success. The analysis
searched over brain voxels for areas showing a significant mediation (a*b) effect.
(B) Regions mediated by amygdala.
(C) Regionsmediated by NAC/VS. Yellow/dark blue: positive/negative effects at p < 0.001, three contiguous voxels; orange/light blue: positive/negative effects at
p < 0.005, ten contiguous voxels. BA, Brodmann’s Area; DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; FROP, frontal operculum; MFP, medial frontal pole; MOFC,
medial orbitofrontal cortex; SGACC, subgenual anterior cingulate; SFS, superior frontal sulcus; Pre-SMA, presupplementary motor area; VLPFC, ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex; VMPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex.potential interpretations, as when one imagines that a sick per-
son might soon be well. Another type of reappraisal might blunt
the negativity of a stimulus, as when one imagines that an image
of a mutilated body was taken on a movie set rather than at the
scene of an accident. Finally, a third type might involve dissoci-
ation or distancing from the contents of a stimulus. Here, it is
noteworthy that our reappraisal training focused largely on gen-
erating positive reappraisals. By contrast, prior reappraisal in-
structions have either given equal emphasis to positive-genera-
tion and negative-blunting appraisals (Johnstone et al., 2007;
Ochsner et al., 2002, 2004; Phan et al., 2005; Urry et al., 2006)
or have emphasized distancing and detachment (Eippert et al.,
2007; Kalisch et al., 2005). Linking specific cognitive strategies
to separable mediators of regulatory effects and their effects
on measures of emotional responding (see Supplemental Data
for extended discussion) will be important for future research.
Implications for the Role of PFC in Emotional Appraisal
The finding of both negative and positive appraisal-related path-
ways also has implications for the role that PFC plays in the gen-1046 Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ineration and regulation of emotion. It is commonly assumed that
frontal activation during reappraisal reflects ‘‘cool’’ emotion-
dampening processes (Metcalfe and Mischel, 1999). An alterna-
tive view is that PFC is involved in the appraisal process itself,
with the type of appraisal (positive or negative) determined by
the specific cognitions involved (Lazarus, 1991). Consider that
bilateral vlPFC is activated by both positive and negative emo-
tion-induction tasks (often in tandem with subcortical activation;
Kober et al., 2008), that it shows heightened activity in major de-
pression (Drevets et al., 1992) that decreases with successful
treatment (Brody et al., 1999, 2001; Goldapple et al., 2004),
and that its activity increases when both decreasing and increas-
ing negative emotion via reappraisal (Eippert et al., 2007; Kim
and Hamann, 2007; Ochsner et al., 2004). This all supports an
‘‘appraisal-process’’ view of the vlPFC. The present findings of
positive associations between vlPFC and both amygdala and
NAC/VS activity, with opposite effects on reappraisal success,
suggest that the information processing performed by the
vlPFC (perhaps related to the selection among elements of the
scene and/or different possible affective interpretations) bothc.
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Mediated PFC-Emotion Pathways in Reappraisalgenerated negative emotion and mitigated it during reappraisal
(for additional discussion, see Supplemental Data).
This prefrontal appraisal-process hypothesis helps explain
why correlations between PFC and reappraisal success may
not have beenmore commonly reported. If the PFC is associated
with both positive and negative appraisals, the two opposing ef-
fects can effectively cancel each other out, resulting in weak
overall PFC-reappraisal connections. This is known in the path
analysis literature as a suppression effect (MacKinnon et al.,
2000). Our findings are consistent with the view that a negative
appraisal-related PFC-amygdala pathway suppresses an other-
wise strong positive PFC-reappraisal success relationship. The
appraisal-process hypothesis also helps understand why few
studies have reported correlations between the magnitudes of
self-reported emotion and amygdala activity (Abercrombie
et al., 1998; Ochsner et al., 2004; Phan et al., 2005; Schaefer
et al., 2002). Here we showed that a strong negative relationship
between amygdala and reported emotion wasmasked by a pos-
itive influence on both amygdala and reported emotion from
vlPFC, through another pathway (the NAC/VS pathway). This
positive influence from PFC effectively obscured the negative
amygdala-emotion experience relationship, which was signifi-
cant but could not be detected until the influence of PFC was
removed.
Implications of Network Analyses for Understanding
Cognition-Emotion Interactions
It has been increasingly recognized that higher-order cognitive
processes like appraisal arise from information processing
within large-scale distributed networks (Cole and Schneider,
2007; Kober et al., 2008; Schmitz and Johnson, 2007). The pres-
ent paper supported this view in two ways. Our whole-brain
MEPM revealed that the amygdala and NAC/VS were parts of
two larger networks (Figure 5B) that appear to operate in a par-
tially independent manner to support cognitive reappraisal. The
first network involved the amygdala and other regions associ-
ated with negative emotion, including the lateral OFC, anterior
insula, and rdACC (see the Supplemental Data for an extended
discussion). The second network involved the NAC/VS and re-
gions implicated in action selection and memory, including the
pre-SMA, precuneus, and subgenual and retrosplenial cingulate
cortices. The positive association of vlPFC with activity in these
two networks is consistent with the idea that that reappraisal
success involves both limiting negative appraisals and generat-
ing positive appraisal by retrieving appropriate information from
memory.
The notion that psychological processes typically map onto
distributed systems also suggests that the vlPFC may be part
of a larger distributed cortical network involved in cognitive con-
strual. Here, we found evidence supporting that hypothesis. We
conducted additional MEPM analyses that specified the amyg-
dala and NAC/VS as mediators and searched for other frontal
predictor regions whose impact on reappraisal success wasme-
diated by these subcortical regions. This analysis identified other
frontal regions that show the same relationship with subcortical
pathways as rvlPFC (Figure 6), including left vlPFC, superior
frontal sulcus, and regions of medial PFC associated with amyg-
dala reductions in other studies (Johnstone et al., 2007; UrryNeet al., 2006). Though it was necessary for the MEPM analysis
to specify a single seed region—the rvlPFC—these additional
analyses provide evidence for distributed prefrontal control
networks.
Alternative Models for PFC-Subcortical-Reappraisal
Interactions
Although this study advances our knowledge of the regions me-
diating PFC-emotion relationships, it is limited in ways that may
fruitfully be addressed in future studies. A chief limitation is that
we estimated the mediation effect on the basis of naturally oc-
curring variance over subjects. This is suboptimal since we do
not have experimental control over this variability, but under
the standard assumptions that all our subjects have the same
functional anatomy and that intersubject differences do not af-
fect the coupling between dependent variables, we can interpret
our mediation effects in terms of the functional pathways tested
here.
However, because we did not experimentally manipulate the
brain, alternative path models may also be consistent with the
data—particularly those that involve different patterns of causal
relationships. For example, amygdala activity related to negative
emotional appraisals could perhaps signal the need for regula-
tory control and trigger activation of the PFC, which in turn acti-
vates the negative emotion-reducing NAC/VS pathway.We think
this unlikely, however, because the largest projections are from
PFC to amygdala rather than vice versa (Pitkanen, 2000), and
there is direct evidence that PFC plays an important role in mod-
ulating amygdala responses (Davis, 1992; Milad and Quirk,
2002), whereas we know of no direct evidence that supports
the idea that the amygdala regulates the PFC.
Another alternative involves common influences of unmodeled
variables on the variables in the mediation model, which can
cause variables to be correlated even without a direct functional
anatomical link between the two regions. For example, endoge-
nous variation in diffuse neuromodulatory systems such as do-
pamine, opioids, etc. could affect both PFC and NAC/VS activity
in a similar way, causing activity measures in these regions to be
correlated. Future work may serve to address these issues di-
rectly by combining the path modeling methods we present
here with direct experimental manipulation of the PFC and/or
amygdala through brain stimulation, which would allow a stron-
ger basis for drawing causal inferences.
Future studies could also expand on the work we present
here by investigating how pathway strength is moderated by
other variables, such as clinical diagnosis, personality, genetic
differences (Munafo et al., 2008), and sex (McRae et al.,
2008a). We found that the pathways we report were not moder-
ated by sex (data not shown), but a complete test requires stud-
ies designed specifically to target this issue. Likewise, future
work could focus on manipulating other aspects of reappraisal,
such as the use of different strategies (e.g., cognitive reap-
praisal versus distraction or self-distancing) and the regulation
of different kinds of responses (e.g., to aversive versus appeti-
tive stimuli), which have begun to be addressed in other papers
(Eippert et al., 2007; Goldin et al., 2007; Johnstone et al., 2007;
Kim and Hamann, 2007; Ochsner et al., 2004; van Reekum
et al., 2007).uron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1047
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In sum, this study shows evidence for a distributed set of lateral
frontal, medial frontal, and orbitofrontal regions that together or-
chestrate reappraisal of the meaning of emotional events. Our
results suggest that there are at least two separable pathways
linking prefrontal cortical activity with reductions in negative
emotion during reappraisal: one through the NAC/VS, which
may generate positive appraisals, and one through amygdala,
which may generate or enhance negative appraisals. These re-
sults suggest that it may be important to consider each of these
functional pathways when examining the role of frontal-subcor-
tical systems in emotion.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Participants
Thirty healthy right-handed participants (median age = 22.3 years; eighteen fe-
male) were recruited in compliance with the human subjects regulations of Co-
lumbia University and paid US$20/hour. Handedness was assessed with the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, and eligibility was assessed with a general
health questionnaire and fMRI safety screening form.
Materials and Procedures
Stimuli and Task Conditions
Forty-eight aversive images were selected from the International Affective Pic-
ture Set (IAPS; Lang et al., 1993; mean normative valence = 2.24, mean norma-
tive arousal = 6.28). The images were a subset of those used in Ochsner et al.
(2004). Twenty-four neutral images were also selected from the set (valence =
5.27, arousal = 3.51). An additional set of 18 aversive images and 7 neutral im-
ages was used during a training session. These images were presented during
fMRI scanning (12 visual angle), and participants viewed each image only
once.
Images were grouped into three conditions. In the LookNeu condition, par-
ticipants viewed neutral images. In the LookNeg condition, participants viewed
aversive images. In both conditions, participants were asked to view the im-
age, understand its content, and allow themselves to experience/feel any
emotional response it might elicit. In the ReappNeg condition, participants
viewed aversive images, and were asked to reappraise the emotional value
of those images so that the emotional impact was less negative. More specif-
ically, they were instructed to generate a positive interpretation of the scene
depicted in each picture that reduced the emotional impact, as in previous
publishedwork from our laboratory (Ochsner et al., 2002, 2004). A comprehen-
sive prescanning training procedure was used to assure that participants
understood the cue-task associations and the reappraisal strategy (see Sup-
plemental Data). The assignment of negative images to conditions was ran-
domized and counterbalanced across subjects.
Before presentation of each image, participants viewed a cue that signaled
both the image type (aversive or neutral) and the instruction type (Look or Re-
appraise). Cues were white shapes—a circle, a square, and a triangle (0.5
visual angle; see Figure S1)—presented on a black background. The assign-
ment of shape to condition was counterbalanced across participants.
fMRI Task Design
Previous studies of reappraisal have not separated brain activity related to an-
ticipation and instruction processing, stimulus viewing, and picture rating, and
a goal of our task design was to provide the ability to estimate separately brain
activation magnitude related to each of these three phases of the image view-
ing and rating process. To accomplish this, a partial trial design was employed
(Ollinger et al., 2001; Stern et al., 2007). Within each task condition, LookNeu,
LookNeg, and ReappNeg, three different trial types were used: full trials, antic-
ipation-only trials, and stimulus-only trials (see Figure S1).
On full trials, a 2 s condition cue was followed by a 4 s anticipatory interval
during which a fixation cross was presented on the screen. The image was
subsequently presented for 8 s. Following image presentation, a fixation cross
was presented during a 4 or 7 s jittered interstimulus interval (ISI; uniform dis-
tribution of 4 and 7 s intervals). Following the ISI period, the words ‘‘how neg-1048 Neuron 59, 1037–1050, September 25, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Iative do you feel?’’ appeared onscreen for 2.1 s, and participants were asked
to rate negative affect on a five-point scale by pressing a button with one of
five fingers on a button-response unit (1 = ‘‘not at all negative,’’ indicated
by a thumb button press, up to 5 = ‘‘extremely negative,’’ indicated by
a fifth-finger button press). Following the rating, a 4 or 7 s jittered ISI con-
cluded the trial.
The anticipation-only trials consisted of cue, anticipatory, and rating inter-
vals. The stimulus-only trials were identical to the full trials, except that the 4 s
anticipation interval was omitted. This design allowed us to construct predic-
tors for Cue-, Anticipation-, and Image-related brain activity related to each
task condition in the General Linear Model (GLM) that were uncorrelated
enough to provide efficient estimates of activation in each phase of the trial
for each emotion condition (see Supplemental Data). Negative emotion rat-
ings did not differ between full and stimulus-only trials (see Supplemental
Data).
Data Acquisition and Analysis
For space reasons, fMRI acquisition and analysis procedures are described
only briefly here. Details on all procedures are provided in the Supplemental
Data.
Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired on a 1.5TGE Signa Twin Speed Excite
HD scanner (GE Medical Systems). Functional and anatomical images were
acquired with a T2*-sensitive EPI BOLD sequence with a TR of 2000 ms, TE
of 40 ms, flip angle of 60, field of view of 22 cm, 24 slices, and 3.44 3 3.44 3
4.5mm voxels. Stimulus presentation and data acquisition were controlled us-
ing E-Prime software (PST Inc.). An LCD projector displayed stimuli on a back-
projection screen mounted in the scanner suite. Responses were made with
the right hand via a five-finger button-response unit with a molded hand brace
(Avotec Inc. and Resonance Technologies).
Functional images were subjected to standard preprocessing using FSL
(FMRIB Centre, University of Oxford) and SPM2 (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, UCL) software, and first-level (within-participant) statis-
tical analysis using SPM2. Briefly, separate regressors in the GLM were spec-
ified for fMRI responses to the cue, anticipation, stimulus viewing, and rating
response periods. Values for the [ReappNeg image viewing  LookNeg image
viewing] contrast were subjected to second-level robust random effects anal-
ysis (Wager et al., 2005) to localize regions activated during reappraisal and re-
gions in which activity correlated with reappraisal success.
The MEPM analysis is based on a standard three-variable path model
(Baron and Kenny, 1986) with a bootstrap test for the statistical significance
of the product a*b (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993; Shrout and Bolger, 2002), as
diagrammed in Figure 1. MEPM analysis was conducted on [ReappNeg 
LookNeg] contrast values. For ROI analyses in amygdala and NAC, the primary
chosen threshold of p < 0.005 controlled the false positive rate below p < 0.05
corrected in each ROI.
The same threshold was used for exploratory whole-brain mediation analy-
ses, which located multiple candidate mediators of the vlPFC-reappraisal suc-
cess relationship. After locating multiple regions that were positive and nega-
tive mediators of the vlPFC-reappraisal success relationship, we sought to
identify functional networks of interconnected regions. We adopted a proce-
dure of principle components analysis-based dimension reduction followed
by clustering of regions into functional networks used in several previous
papers (Kober et al., 2008;Wager et al., 2007). This procedure used a nonpara-
metric permutation test to assess whether there is significant grouping of
regions into clusters (networks), and to identify brain regions that belong to
each network. The null hypothesis of no interregion clustering was rejected,
and a two-cluster solution provided the best fit, suggesting that there may
be at least two independent functional networks related to reappraisal suc-
cess. To test whether these networks were independent mediators of reap-
praisal success, we calculated average fMRI contrast values across voxels
belonging to each network for each participant, and entered average values
for each of the two networks as mediators in our path models.
In a final analysis, we used the MEPM approach to localize frontal regions
whose relationship with reappraisal success was mediated by subcortical
activity. We performed voxel-wise searches for frontal regions whose [Reap-
pNeg  LookNeg] contrast values were mediated (significant a*b effect) by
average contrast values over voxels in the amygdala or NAC/VS.nc.
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